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BACKGROUND

Box Wood had traditionally been used by Box residents and
visitors for a variety of recreational purposes over many years.
Walking, educational activities for local children, exercising
dogs, the indigenous wildlife and access to neighbouring
villages are benefits that we can all enjoy.
Box Community Wood (BCW) is an independent charitable
body, established specifically to own the Wood and protect
and manage it as an amenity for the foreseeable future.
BCW raised funds locally and acquired the Wood on behalf of
the community, in order to make it available for the enjoyment
of the public in general, to conserve and manage the
woodland and protect it from any possible future development.
It was recognised that the trustees of BCW would not have the
necessary expertise or resources to manage the Wood in the
longer term, and Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust (GWT) agreed
to enter into a 99-year lease as our tenant to manage and
conserve the Wood. This includes the develpment of an
ongoing, medium-term Management Plan, obligations to
manage its sustainability and insurance against probable risks.
Between February 2017 and the date of this report extensive
wildlife audits have taken place and a programme of scrub
clearance, footpath clearing and general management begun,
organised by GWT and manned by their team and supported
by enthusiastic local volunteers.
The Wood is now fully open to the public, and footpaths,
fencing and gates, signage and general access have been
massively improved. The intense activity around the purchase
of the Wood has raised local awareness, and its use by villagers
and the local community in general has increased greatly in the
period since its acquisition by BCW.

CHARITABLE
PURPOSES

1. Box Community Wood acquired Box Wood on behalf of the
local community, in order to preserve the integrity of the
woodland into the future, and to protect Box Wood from
future development. Box Wood is an area of natural beauty
contained within the Cotswold A.O.N.B. Under the ownership
of “Box Community Wood”, Box Wood has been made wholly
accessible to all members of the public, attracting local
people to the great outdoors so that they can enjoy and
appreciate this unique piece of Gloucestershire’s natural
countryside. Box Wood is carefully managed for the benefit of
all wildlife, flora, fauna and the general environment.
2. Box Community Wood, in cooperation with local
educational organisations, will maintain and develop
opportunities within Box Wood for educational purposes. One
trustee position of Box Community Wood will be specifically
nominated to ensure that educational opportunities are
considered in all aspects of the wood’s maintenance and
development.
Box Community Wood has a strong interest in working with
young people, as well as disadvantaged and hard-to-reach
groups, with a particular interest in the health and well-being
benefits of being outdoors. Box Wood is available to play a
part in educational organisations’ outdoor curricula.

PRACTICAL AIMS
OF BCW

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PUBLIC BENEFITS OF
BCW’S ACTIONS

•
•
•
•

Ownership of Box Wood, on behalf of the community
Year-round access to Box Wood for everyone
Protection of Box Wood from future development
Ongoing care and maintenance of the woodland
Footpaths will be kept open and maintained
Protection and encouragement of indigenous wildlife
Preservation and/or restoration of ancient woodland
Insured against probable risks

Box Wood is now protected from development
Box Wood is now fully open and accessible to the public
Footpaths are open and maintained
Wildlife is protected and encouraged
Box Community Wood has complied with its duty to have due
regard to the guidance on public benefit published by The
Charities Commission in exercising its powers and duties.

WHAT BCW HAS
DONE DURING 2019
TO CARRY OUT ITS
CHARITABLE
PURPOSES

PRACTICAL
CONSERVATION
PROJECTS
UNDERTAKEN
DURING 2019

•

Consolidated its partnership with Gloucestershire Wildlife
Trust (GWT) and their teams of volunteer workers

•

Agreed a comprehensive Management Plan with GWT
for the management and conservation of the Wood going
forward, towards a review after 5 years

•

Collaborated with local charitable groups on many
groundwork projects in the Wood

•

Accepted and implemented new private donations to
provide new fencing and gates in the Wood

•

Made extensive improvements to the public accessibility of
Box Wood by opening up footpaths, mending fences and
gates and clearing old debris and obstructions.

•

Box Wood Volunteer Group assisted GWT in much of their
work, removing dead scrub, building or repairing fences
and clearing paths
So effective have they been that the group has won
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust’s “Volunteer Group of the
Year” award, while the ‘Individual Volunteer’ trophy was
deservedly awarded to Steve Hemmings.
Further private donations were received during the year,
enabling the restoration of crumbling stone gateposts and
the installation of a new steel gate, fabricated by a local
craftsman
The area known as 'the clearing' has been tidied and
enlarged to improve the 'wildlife corridor' between the
Wood and neighbouring Iron Mills Common
Large areas of invasive Cherry Laurel and Himalayan Balsam
have been removed
New kissing gates were installed, replacing the old stiles
and improving accessibility
Old barbed wire fencing was removed and post-and-rail
fences replaced around the Wood and adjacent Stuart
Fawkes Fields
A 'coppice coup' was created. This is an area in which
most of the trees are cut short, producing fresh green
shoots that wildlife enjoy and which also allows more light
to reach ground level, encouraging bluebells and other wild
flowers.
A “dead hedge” has been created around the coppice
coup to discourage deer from grazing the green shoots
New footpath steps were created near the entrance to the
Wood, and the nearby dry stone wall, previously
dilapidated, has been carefully restored

•

•
•
•
prior to restoration

•
•

•
•
with new gate and capstones

members of the Thursday Team displaying their
‘Volunteer Group of the Year’ award from GWT

BCW WISHES TO
THANK THOSE WHO
DONATED TIME,
MONEY OR EFFORT
IN 2019

BCW trustees are grateful to all those who gave generously to
enable the original purchase of Box Wood in the previous years.
We should now like to thank those who have contributed to
the success of Box Wood during 2019:
• Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust
• George Griffiths – GWT South Cotswold Reserves Manager
• The many “Thursday” GWT volunteers for their enthusiasm
and very hard work in improving and maintaining the
woodland
• Those who have continued during 2019 to make very
generous donations to Box Community Wood and GWT,
enabling us to complete projects such as renovation of the
gate and signage at Devil’s Elbow and the purchase of
materials for clearing more of the laurel
• The many visitors who walk through and respect Box Wood
and its wildlife
• A special thank you to retiring BCW trustee Leonie Lockwood
for all the hard work she put in during her tenure, and in
particular for her invaluable input during the inception of Box
Village Society’s acquisition plan, leading to the creation of
our charitable body Box Community Wood.
Leonie is succeeded by Box resident Martin Smith welcome to BCW Martin!

RESERVES

BCW trustees have decided that it would be prudent to retain
a modest cash reserve against any future management
expenses that may be incurred. A proportion of this has been
invested in an accessible interest-bearing account in the short
term, and the Reserves policy will continue to be monitored
at the discretion of the trustees.

ACCOUNTING
POLICIES

Box Community Wood is a CIO* and its income is less than
£500,000. It has therefore prepared its accounting records on
the 'Receipts and Payments' basis.
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance
with the accounting policies set out in notes to the accounts
and comply with the charity’s governing document, the
Charities Act 2011 and Accounting and Reporting by Charities:
Statement of Recommended Practice applicable to charities
preparing their accounts in accordance with the Financial
Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities published on 16 July 2014.
* Charitable Incorporated Organisation
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